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Abstract

This paper assesses the readiness and the optimization of restaurant delivery systems. The restaurant industry has suffered a lot economically during this past year. Several restaurants didn’t survive the pandemic and others still are still struggling to remain open due to local and federal laws preventing gathering in a restaurant. To survive during this pandemic, restaurants will need to pivot and change their day to day business operations. Two surveys research were conducted based on our initial Hierarchical Decision model’s category containing safety, quality, service, economics. One survey was sent to a few restaurant owners and the other was sent to the general restaurant customers. A Hierarchical Decision Model (HDM) was created to identify the key factors that will enable restaurants to efficiently meet and implement delivery services to general revenues while the governmental restrictions are still in place.
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Executive Summary

The United States restaurant industry is worth 800 billion dollars, with more than six hundred thousand restaurants nationwide. The restaurant industry is one of the more difficult industries to maintain profitability and longevity within. It is substantial that around sixty percent of restaurants fail within their first year of opening and smaller start-up restaurants such as family run businesses have a higher potential for failure. Moreover, the challenges associated with maintaining a restaurant is endless. Over the last ten years restaurant delivery has seen an increase in popularity; however, restaurants are not taking advantage of delivery systems. The evolution of the restaurant industry has changed from conventional dine-in towards to-go and delivery methods. Now with Covid-19 restaurants have been struggling with business due to regulations forcing indoor dining to be closed. Covid-19 has resulted in one of six restaurants to permanently close during the pandemic. The adaption to offering alternatives of dining would allow new revenue streams to sustain business; customer preferences may continue to reinforce these alternatives in the long run.

This HDM model is designed to assist restaurants in determining methods of food service that would provide the most benefits. The model identifies methods of food delivery that are compatible for both the restaurant and the customer.

A literature review was conducted to identify the gaps in the market for restaurant businesses. Literature review revealed that China's food delivery systems are much more advanced than the U.S and Covid-19 continued to increase the number of restaurants using these delivery platforms. Other countries' use of delivery services highlight the potential in the market that the U.S could take advantage of. The findings of the literature review explain the commonalities between applications’ costs and values.

Brainstorming sessions resulted in the most critical, applicable criteria and sub-criteria for the HDM model. Experts evaluated the model and assigned weights relevant to importance for the criteria. The feedback established the HDM criteria as: Safety, Quality, Service, and Economics. Sub-criteria in levels 2 and 3 were also adjusted for level of importance. The final HDM model was established. Parallel to the HDM model surveys were completed by members of the community to understand the consumer preferences and demographic of food delivery.

There was a high level of accuracy from the expert panels, proven by the low inconsistency and disagreement rates. A low inconsistency rate is significant for an efficient hierarchy decision model. The model outlines economic factors to be the
highest contributing concern for restaurant delivery systems; moreover, safety was the lowest scoring contributing criteria.

Limitations to the development of the HDM model could include expert bias and incomplete transparency for answers. Further research including more diversity could eliminate inconsistency. Research conducted as the pandemic ends and restaurants begin opening for full service will produce a more comprehensive understanding of restaurants' desires to utilize delivery services.

**Introduction**

The advent of the COVID-19 pandemic created a disruption in the restaurant industry. This disruption created a profound impact on the owners, employees, and customers of the majority of these establishments as all indoor dining was prohibited. Though food delivery is not an entirely new concept, as it has been traditionally used within the United States by pizza and chinese restaurants (Dolibog, 2020) -- this sudden economic shock caused by the pandemic made pickup and delivery services the only revenue source available to the industry; ready or not. In addition, several upcoming third party delivery services such as doordash, grubhub, or postmates were in place to help bridge the gap to those organizations that were not positioned to provide food delivery prior to the disruption. To survive, restaurant owners were forced to quickly make decisions to adapt to this new paradigm or simply shut down operations.

Initially considering that many restaurants were not already providing delivery services prior to this disruption, it became apparent that gaps exist in meeting the requirement of food orders destined to be served directly to a customers table, opposed to orders destined for delivery or pickup (Molina-Besch, 2020). Internal process changes, packaging requirements, delivery methods, and a new view on customer service issues were needed to be analyzed and addressed. These needs opened the door to develop a model to help restaurant owners to decide the best approach to take for their businesses.

Several perspectives were initially identified that influence the decision making process of a restaurant owner to adjust operations to work within a food delivery or take-out model. These perspectives are the safety regarding food and drivers, the quality of the food, the customer service provided to patrons, and the economic impacts to the business regarding revenue and costs (Appendix 1). Each of these perspectives have multiple factors to consider, such as the best type of packaging to use, the temperature
of the food when it is delivered, the profitability of delivery orders, and the menu of items provided to customers.

Considering these perspectives and underlying factors, there are only a few alternatives a restaurant owner can choose from. These alternatives are to simply shut down, provide pickup only service, create an in-house delivery service, or use a third party to deliver food to the customer. This model can be used not only as an aid to survive a pandemic, but also as a decision model to help non-delivery equipped restaurants to potentially add an additional revenue stream to their business through the implementation of a food delivery service.

**Literature Review**

A big part of our literature review and research on restaurant delivery systems have highlighted the need for businesses to re-strategize, re-design, and re-align their operations or business models as a form of competitive response in the global industry. The use of such third-party delivery services requires innovative technologies; typically applications and GPS technologies that have shifted the perceptions of various dining experiences, takeout experiences or overall online food ordering experiences – on top of the repercussions and effects of the COVID-19 global health pandemic.

The National Restaurant Association (NRA) has emphasized the developments and changes that they expect to occur within the food and restaurant industry by 2030 (NRA, 2019). These points are all driven by the major shifts we have seen in the online food delivery industry and trends in sharing economies. The pandemic also plays a role, with many businesses being forced to shut down or limit their operations. Demand for contactless solutions has thus grown greater with social distancing protocols and mandates being put in place in different areas.

Research has also shed light on the variation in demand that can occur throughout different geographical areas due to this. Rural, suburban, and metropolitan areas will have varying levels of demand as well as fees. For example, third-party delivery applications such as DoorDash and UberEats charge users a $2 fee for orders picked up from restaurants in the Portland metro area. This is labeled as a city mandate fee. There are many associated fees that are taken from online orders that are ordered through third-party platforms and providers. The third-party providers take a commission fee for using their platform and services. Majority of applications also charge other fees and taxes on top of orders which can include:
● Small cart fees (for orders that do not reach the minimum order requirement)
● Service fees (which helps the company operate)
● Delivery fees (which varies with different restaurants based on location and other factors)
● Regulatory response fees (that applies to local restaurants to ensure active earning couriers)
● City mandate fees (such as the Portland city mandate fee of $2)
● Membership / Subscription fees

With the number of mandates, restrictions, and closures that have been imposed by governments during the COVID-10 pandemic, many “non-essential” businesses (especially restaurants) have been limited in terms of their operations. Many of these restaurants have turned to outsourcing delivery services from third-party delivery providers in hopes of gaining additional business and staying afloat. Some have even taken a strategic approach by implementing “ghost kitchens” which enables a restaurant to form a new identity virtually. Ghost kitchens can assist in enabling restaurants to maximize their resources and capabilities. COVID-19 has made us view these operations in a more critical way and decision makers need to consider all the possible factors to implement effective solutions that will satisfy stakeholders.

Through our literature review, we came across interesting data on Statistica (Appendix 1) pertaining to online food delivery services and systems. These statistics fueled our research by supporting us in uncovering pre-existing information on important factors to include in our initial HDM model. This data considers various aspects and perspectives from both the consumer standpoints and restaurant owner standpoints which assisted us in forming multiple criteria for the model. The four main gaps in perspectives that we found are applicable to our model include safety, quality, service, and economics.

**Problem Statement**

From the literature review and research that we conducted on online food delivery systems, we built our HDM model around to help assess and answer the following problem statement:

*Are restaurants ready to efficiently integrate & implement delivery services?*
PESTLE Perspectives

Economic, social, and environmental impacts of the online food industry are highlighted in literature (Appendix 2) (Li, Charlene, Mirosa, Miranda, & Bremer, Phil, 2020). Our research will be expanding on this model by extending it to include political, economic, social, technological, legal, and environmental factors, to reflect a PESTLE analysis.

Political

Governments have extensive regulatory frameworks for multiple aspects of the food industry including labor requirements for food workers, sanitation/cleanliness of commercial kitchens, and standards for transporting/storing produce. Furthermore, there are also antitrust laws and regulations that businesses must adhere to. Antitrust laws (in the United States) are a collection of both federal and state government laws that work to regulate the conduct and/or organization of businesses and corporations. Typically, they are intended to promote healthy competition among businesses for the benefit of consumers. Consequently, this makes the food industry a tightly and widely regulated industry. There are many complexities that come along with regulation, which more often than not, take away from the margins of businesses. With the implementation of online food delivery systems, these regulations are still applicable, with states enforcing their own local governance.

Economical

The emergence of the online food delivery industry has procured many job opportunities for numerous individuals across wide ranges of specialties. The innovation towards online food delivery systems has given opportunities to workers both inside and outside a restaurant. This includes chefs, administrative staff, couriers/delivery fleet, as well as programmers that are behind the online platforms and applications. In addition to this, other support industries have thrived during this time with increased business, such as companies that are involved in the making and distribution of food packaging. Nonetheless, With the global health pandemic restricting dine-in services, some restaurants and establishments have had to decrease the number and hours of their workers. To accommodate such mandates and increase in demand for online food delivery, companies have recruited additional workers to provide a more extensive fleet to customers. Large online food companies employ many people in the delivery sector as couriers to have sufficient delivery fleets for all their orders. For example, one of the
leading food delivery companies, UberEats employs more than 10 thousand employees (Li, Charlene, Mirosa, Miranda, & Bremer, Phil., 2020).

While online food delivery and its industry has created this abundance of new job opportunities, there have been questions raised regarding the working conditions for these couriers. There is a standardized nature to these jobs, and limited training is offered. With such high workloads, job satisfaction is often low, and these employees are at risk to potential exposures or experiences that may affect their personal safety. This has become increasingly relevant during the COVID-19 pandemic where social distancing and mask-wearing protocols are enforced, and there is greater concern with food safety or tampering. With many people going through unemployment during COVID-19 and tips being optional, couriers are more or less earning sub-par wages. Some online food delivery platforms take a portion of tips that are given through the app, while with others, 100% of the tip goes directly to the courier.

The up-and-coming online food delivery industry and the COVID-19 pandemic has had a direct impact on traditional restaurants and their industry. Many restaurants have had to make dramatic changes in their operations or re-engineer their business models in order to remain in business. Prior to the pandemic, consumers were slowly shifting towards ordering food online as opposed to dining in at the restaurants. Many businesses that did not open themselves up to these online food delivery platforms or react quickly to these changes in the market and industry experienced a decline in profits as a result. The pandemic has emphasized a greater need to utilize online food delivery applications as restaurant closures were prolonged. These online food delivery platforms can assist the restaurant in gaining exposure to new customers and obtain sales through running various promotions. Moreover, it is important to consider the fees and commission charges that are taken by online delivery platforms for orders placed through its application. Over time, this could cause a restaurant’s profits to reduce. When these fees are set too high, restaurants cannot make sufficient profits. These restaurants – typically smaller restaurants, may choose to seek other online food delivery systems (in hopes of lower fees), which can be extremely challenging in markets where individual online food delivery platforms pose a virtual monopoly. Or if push comes to shove, they may choose to not utilize online food delivery platforms altogether. UberEats charges one of the highest commissions as a food delivery provider that can go up to 35% (Li, Charlene, Mirosa, Miranda, & Bremer, Phil., 2020). This has fueled public movements towards ordering and picking up orders directly from restaurants rather than online food delivery platforms in order to better support those (local) businesses.
Especially with the COVID-19 pandemic and business closures, areas where online food industries are more developed (typically metropolitan areas), restaurants have come to the realization that they can diminish their dining areas. By doing so, restaurants are able to better utilize the space in their establishments and even dedicate that space to expanding online food delivery service capabilities. This idea has essentially fueled the rise of “ghost kitchens”, which can also be referred to as cloud kitchens or dark kitchens. Ghost kitchens are commercial kitchens that do not possess a real physical store front and rely on online orders as their main (or only) source of income. This trend has grown to be relatively common in countries such as the UK, USA, China and India. By not having a physical storefront, this can bring many advantages for the restaurants. Restaurants are able to reduce costs that are associated with the premises of their establishments, through decreasing reception and wait staff during the pandemic. In addition to this, these commercial kitchens can run and provide a diversity of various dine out experiences from just one kitchen. This provides a gateway for different kitchens to capitalize on the benefits of scaling and allow room for investments in streamlining delivery management. Nonetheless, regulations should still be placed on such ghost kitchens to ensure they are meeting health and safety aligned and approved by the FDA standards.

Social

The online food delivery has an impact on the relationship that exists between consumers/users and the food that they eat or consume along with the way that it is prepared. There has been criticism on how these online food delivery platforms influence the quality of interactions in the community and/or impact quality family time that is spent preparing home cooked meals. Shopping for groceries and preparing meals has been something that traditionally, families would enjoy doing together in order to spend time with one another. Convenience is a commodity and ordering online food delivery relieves the stress that may be associated with buying, cooking, or preparing meals. Placing online orders allows consumers to save time otherwise spent on shopping for groceries, cooking, or cleaning up afterwards. There may also be cultural or demographic factors such as age that also influence these habits and trends. A study in Guangzhou, China estimates that at least two hours a day could potentially be saved by ordering food online as opposed to eating out or cooking (Liu, C., Chen, J., 2019). It was also found that many individuals in this study preferred placing their orders during their commute home from work. The food would arrive around the time the consumer got home, and more time could be spent relaxing at home with their meal after a long day. This can be especially true for people in fast-paced work cultures and environments.
Population density of an area can highly impact the use of online food delivery systems. These platforms are more commonly used in metropolitan areas as well as some suburban areas where there is a larger abundance of restaurants and neighborhoods. More rural areas in which not many people populate will have limited restaurant options and availability. Typically, options would be limited to mainly fast-food restaurants and local chains.

Moreover, online food delivery and COVID-19 has greatly impacted the different social relationships between people. Platforms were adapted so that couriers did not have to come into contact or come face-to-face with consumers. While some may choose to order online because they do not have anyone to share a meal with, online food delivery can provide this service to both those who prefer to eat alone and to groups that share food and split fees without having to compromise quality, value, or taste. There is a wide range of restaurant options and menu items available through these platforms that are easily accessible to the public. These systems expand the range of the food environment by providing options on the platform that work to fit each consumer’s preference and accommodate their varying lifestyles. Many categories and features are offered to include those who are more health conscious or have special dietary restrictions/allergies. From the viewpoint of public health systems, it could be said that these online food delivery platforms can influence consumers to lead a sedentary lifestyle through increasing food availability and choices. Another impact that online food delivery platforms have on a community is increased traffic or accidents. With the increased number of couriers on the road rushing to meet delivery times (and using their smartphones), this can have a negative impact on road safety. The courier’s safety has been a moral concern, especially during the global health pandemic. The question has been raised as to whether or not it was appropriate for couriers to expose themselves to potential risks of infection while earning such low wages.

Technological

The online food delivery platform functions digitally, typically from a smartphone application or over the internet. There have been many technological changes and automation in the food industry that include self-checkout systems, POS systems, and online food delivery platforms. These platforms offer an online menu that users and consumers can browse. Some platforms offer the option of customizing or altering menu items to user preferences, while some do not accept special requests due more standardization. Items can be updated by the restaurant through the system to inform customers if certain things are sold-out or unavailable. The growth of such online delivery systems has fueled technological awareness and level of innovation within the
sector to provide technological incentives through such online food delivery platforms. Programs and algorithms are used within these platforms to assign couriers to orders in their local area and logistically manage driver routes. Data generated from these platforms give insight into consumer eating habits and spending patterns. Technology is used throughout to support different research and development activities that can provide useful data for these delivery providers to improve their products and services.

Legal

Legally, there are many laws and regulations that surround online food delivery platforms and providers that have a direct impact on operations. This includes employment laws, antitrust laws, consumer protection laws, and health and safety laws. These laws and standards have been exacerbated as a result of the COVID-19 global health pandemic, as concerns of health and safety have grown.

Some states like California passed a Fair Food Delivery Act of 2020, which requires third-party delivery companies and platforms to have a stated agreement with merchants to deliver food orders from their establishments (California., Assembly Bill No. 2149). This was influenced by many small businesses speaking out about the negative effects it posed. Reputations of these businesses were being put at stake due to third party delivery providers placing their business and menus onto their platforms – without the restaurant’s knowledge and/or authority. This had many repercussions including inaccurate prices, menu items, and orders that came from posting menus that were sometimes out-of-date.

Environmental

Environmental factors to consider with restaurants and online delivery systems are those surrounding weather/climate, environmental policies, food waste, packaging, and the push towards sustainability. The online food delivery industry generates a massive carbon footprint in the environment with the great amount of waste it puts out. This can extend to both food waste and plastic packaging waste of the outputs. During the COVID-19 pandemic, many people relied on online food delivery systems, and single-use disposable food packaging usage increased as consumers viewed this kind of packaging as safer and/or more hygienic. It is important to consider the country (or area)’s recycling infrastructure when looking at the growing increase of online food delivery services. While the incentive to use environmentally friendly/biodegradable is clearly there, it can be costly for restaurants to switch over to eco-friendly packaging.
Although this adds value for customers and the environment, businesses may be reluctant to prioritize it as it does not contribute to their food quality. Features are offered on these online platforms to allow consumers the option of requesting disposable cutlery when needed, rather than including them with every order. Since the majority of customers are dining at/from home, this removes the need for additional plastic waste since customers can use their own utensils at home.

Food waste on the other hand is normally derived from the minimum price requirement that these online food delivery companies set for customers to receive free delivery on orders. By setting that incentive, consumers can end up ordering more food than intended or needed. It is also worth noting that it is easier for consumers to make better assumptions on portion sizes and tastes when they’re at the establishment or familiar with the establishment’s menu. This can result in additional discarding of uneaten food if consumers do not choose to keep leftover food. There can be a hefty amount of waste generated from online food delivery ordering that has harmful implications to the environment and community.

**Methodology and Process**

We’ve started this project by conducting literature review, by researching the delivery options that are currently in the market and how they are connecting the restaurants to the end users. It was found that UberEATS and DoorDash are the mostly commonly used delivery system. Then we’ve identified the different categories, factors, and decision alternatives which helped us build the initial HDM.

Part of building our HDM, we created two surveys. One the survey was sent to restaurant owners and the other to the general consumers. Our restaurant owners survey consists of 34 questions and results, subdivided in 4 sections (Appendix 3 &4). The four sections were based on safety, customer service, economics and technology. Some of the safety factors were tamper-proof packaging, kitchen food handling, ingredient labels, food safety training, driver safety training. The restaurant owners were asked about customer feedback regarding quality of their products, and time of food delivery services. For better understanding of restaurants' readiness to support online services, some of the survey questions focused on current technology such as POS systems and their readiness on website optimizations. Economically, there were questions about revenue comparison between sales that were recorded before and during the pandemic. Also, there were questions associated with the cost of doing business by utilizing a third-party delivery service.
Few results were generated from the Hierarchical Decision Model that was created with the different categories, sub-factors and the decision alternative that were evaluated. They were each given a score and economics score the highest in from the perspective side. As we’ve expected, generating revenue was the driving force behind the restructuring of business operations. Customer satisfaction scored the highest amongst the different factors. Now, more than ever restaurant owners must find ways to remain competitive to survive this pandemic whether through promotions, discounts, or creating tangible added values for consumers. Lastly, in house delivery scores the highest in the decision alternative category due to the fees that companies are occurring using third-party delivery systems. These results are explained in greater details in the result section.

Results and Analysis

Model Development

Figure 1 below shows the HDM finalized by the expert panel after receiving the pairwise comparison results from each expert on every node of the HDM. After the data collection, the relative contribution of each element of the decision model was calculated. The contribution values obtained from the quantified judgments of the experts are shown below each perspective and each factor. The highest score in every category is highlighted in Figure 1. Based on the experts, the economics perspective scored highest at 0.31. The economics perspective aligns well with the literature to be a crucial contributing factor to the restaurant’s delivery systems. Moreover, the highest factor under economics is the “restaurant break-even analysis”, thus, it’s clear that if the delivery systems won’t make sense financially, then no need to pursue further with any delivery initiative. Furthermore, quality scored the second highest perspective in importance at 0.27, and the highest factor in this category is the “customers satisfaction”, to treat it as the most important indicator of quality. Next is the service perspective scoring 0.24
Figure 1 - Final HDM with the highest factor to be the “operating hours”. Finally, the Safety perspective scored the least at 0.18.

It’s important to note that all the highest factors under each perspective share one thing in common: the “economic component”. To illustrate, operating hours (highest score factor) under service perspective is directly linked to economics, such that, longer operating hours are only possible if there is budget for that purpose. Similarly, customer satisfaction is to be granted if there are high-end packages preserving the heat, and so on. Finally, safety in kitchen food handling will be enabled if right training measures, monitoring systems are established to assure that, which is again directly related to economics. Thus, whichever alternative is chosen needs to properly address the economic perspective.

Finally, the alternatives were scored as well by the experts, and the results in Figure 1 shows that three of the alternatives have very close values; in-house delivery scoring highest at 0.3, and follow that is pickup only alternative along with 3rd party.
delivery alternative with same score at 0.29. Then comes the shutdown alternative at 0.12. Therefore, it's very clear that shutdown isn't an option, and pursuing the three alternatives simultaneously is a convenient path forward.

HDM Analysis & Assessment

Table 1 shows the inconsistency level of each of the experts scoring the final node (alternatives). The inconsistency level of the experts is highly acceptable. The experts have a level of inconsistency that falls below 0.04, indicating that the relative priorities of the experts are reliable, additionally, the disagreement between all experts is very low at 0.051. Moreover, to test the group agreement, the F-test computed from this sample of population (5 experts) is 6.26, and F-critical at the 0.01 level is 5.95. Since the computed F-value is larger than F-critical, we can say that there is no statistically significant difference among experts in the expert panel regarding alternatives. However, it's important to note that the F-critical and F-computed are close in values, thus, to make a qualitative decision, more experts need to score the model, and the population for F-test distribution needs to be more than 5 experts. Thus, assessing the HDM further by more experts can help make the model more robust and accurate.

Conclusion, Limitations, and Future Research

In conclusion, limitations and areas for future research exist within this study and are enumerated below:

1. The time limits imposed on completing this study was short (10 weeks) which did not allow ample time for a full and complete decision model to be created for this subject area. With more time a more accurate model could be presented.
2. The sample sizes used in our surveys were small which limits the reliability of significant relationships within the data. Using a larger sample size should provide more accurate results.
3. Similar to our survey sample sizes, our pairwise comparison expert panels were also limited in size. A larger group of focused expert panels should increase the decision models accuracy.
4. Desirability curves need to be created to fully complete the model.
5. The final hierarchical decision model needs to be applied to specific restaurant case studies.
6. Once the pandemic has ended and dining has returned to its prior state, it is unclear how critical the food delivery model will be in society. It may continue as it has or it may drop in significance.

7. This model could be used by a restaurant (post-pandemic) as an aid to determine if adding a food delivery service option for their customers would create a new profitable revenue stream for the business.
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Appendix

1) Statistica

Factors important to consumers when getting meals delivered in the United States in 2019

Operator concerns regarding food/meal delivery in the United States in 2019
2) Impacts of Online Food Delivery

The impacts of online FD were organized according to the three pillars of the sustainability framework (Figure 3) and discussed in Sections 4.1–4.3.

3) Restaurant Owner Survey
4) Customer Survey
5) Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Delivery?</th>
<th>Shut Down</th>
<th>Pickup Only</th>
<th>In-house Delivery</th>
<th>3rd Party Delivery</th>
<th>Inconsistency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duane Murray</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammed Thawab</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammed Zaid</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moise Degand</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAYA S.</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td><strong>0.3</strong></td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagreement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.051</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - HDM experts results